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Introduction
When former Prime Minister Kevin Rudd made a formal
apology to the stolen generations his actions were widely
acclaimed as an acknowledgement that was long past
due, and of significant value.1 Although the Apology did
not seek to directly address any of the constitutional or
legislative deficiencies residual in our legal system,2 it did
hold great symbolic and therapeutic meaning, not only for
those to whom the Apology was directed, but for many
in the broader Australian community. Now, by virtue of
an unusual constellation of political and parliamentary
forces, the usually slow orbit for constitutional reform has
presented the opportunity for a long overdue referendum
on meaningful constitutional recognition of Indigenous
Australians.3
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This paper examines some of the constitutional deficiencies
in the protection of Indigenous peoples rights, in order
to demonstrate the real need to grasp the ‘constitutional
moment’ and reform our foundational document. Then, it
considers the problems with the races power (s 51(xxvi)),
and the need to replace it with a clear federal power to
make laws for the benefit of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples. Suggestions for a ‘non-discrimination’
clause are then considered. Finally the option of an
agreement making power is discussed.4
Does the Constitution protect Indigenous
rights?
Our Constitution currently fails to safeguard the basic
human rights standards that we might (mistakenly) assume
are recognised and enforced. The federal Constitution
generally expresses protection for few fundamental rights
and freedoms, even those that are expressed are of fairly
weak protection because of the limited scope given to
those sections by the High Court.5 Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people have indeed ‘borne the brunt’ of
this neglect, and been ‘marginalised by both the terms
and effect of the Constitution’.6 The consequences of the
absence of express constitutional protection of human
rights were brought home when the Federal Parliament
enacted the Northern Territory National Emergency Response
Act 2007 (Cth), which was explicitly discriminatory against

the Aboriginal people of the Northern Territory, contrary
to International Human Rights standards (such as in the
Convention on Elimination of Racial Discrimination)
and our own Federal legislation, the Racial Discrimination
Act 1975 (Cth).7
An earlier example of the lack of rights protection arose in
Kruger’s case.8 The plaintiffs contested the constitutional
validity of a Northern Territory Ordinance (enacted
under s 122 of the Commonwealth Constitution) that
had empowered authorities to remove Indigenous
children from their parents, as well as the compulsory
detention of Indigenous people on reserves on alleged
‘welfare’ grounds. 9 The High Court rejected the
plaintiffs’ submissions, as they were unable to rely on the
Constitution as a source of protection or enforcement of
their political, civil or religious rights.10
Wurradjal, discussed below, gives a clear example of the
limitations of the express requirement in the Constitution
that acquisition of property be on ‘just terms’. So even
where our Constitution sets out rights that might be of
use to Indigenous claimants, the High Court has thwarted
their assertion and enforcement.
The Races Power
There are aspects of all the heads of power that may
generally support legislation regarding Indigenous
Australians, 11 but the most relevant is s 51 (xxvi),
particularly the post-1967 ‘races power’. What is the scope
of the Commonwealth’s power under s 51(xxvi), the ‘race
power’ today, is the head of power effective at protecting
Indigenous Australians?12 There are few cases on the scope
of the race power, and none clearly resolve the issue over
whether the amended s 51(xxvi) allows for Commonwealth
laws which discriminate against Indigenous Australians.13
The High Court has not considered the issue directly, but
there is the strong suggestion that the Commonwealth
has plenary power over the people of any race, so as
to make laws for those people, whether those laws are
entirely, or partially beneficial, or even detrimental.
Limitations to the ‘races power’ may be construed from
the requirement within the head of power that ‘special’

laws for ‘the people of any race’ be necessary,14 and from
consideration of the underlying benevolent intentions
of the electorate in 1967 (at least with regard to laws
affecting Indigenous Australians). But the High Court in
Kartinyeri v Commonwealth15 resisted an interpretation of
the race power as restricted, that is, permitting only laws
which benefit the people of the particular race. In 1997, the
Commonwealth parliament passed the Hindmarsh Island
Bridge Act 1997 (Cth) (‘the Bridge Act’), exempting a tourism
development project from the usual ministerial approval
processes. The Act removed the disputed construction site
from the probable protection of the Heritage Protection Act,
the construction could take place despite any consequent
harm to Indigenous cultural heritage within the area. The
plaintiffs were members of the Ngarrindjeri people, they
claimed that their cultural heritage was threatened by the
construction of the bridge. The question before the High
Court was whether the Bridge Act was validly enacted
pursuant to s 51(xxvi) of the Constitution.

enacted under s 51(xxvi).19 Kirby J did not agree that the
Bridge Act was a simple repeal of the Heritage Protection Act,
and found it invalid. Thus, Gaudron, Gummow, Kirby,
and Hayne JJ all considered the scope of s 51(xxvi),
dividing on whether s 51(xxvi) only authorises laws for the
benefit of the people of a race or, in the alternative, for the
benefit of the people of the Aboriginal race. Gummow and
Hayne JJ suggested that the power could be used to impose
a disadvantage on Aboriginal people, while Gaudron and
Kirby JJ disagreed with them. It is worth delving into some
of the detail of their reasoning, in order to illustrate the
different approaches to constitutional interpretation.20

It was submitted by the plaintiffs that any law enacted
under s 51(xxvi) had to be for the benefit or advancement
of people of any race, and not to their detriment. The
Bridge Act was ‘detrimental’ because it removed rights
the plaintiffs would usually enjoy under the (clearly
beneficial) Heritage Protection Act. Alternatively, it was also
argued that s51(xxvi) could not authorise laws that were
disadvantageous to Indigenous Australians, in view of
the benevolence associated with the 1967 constitutional
alteration (ie the revised drafters’ intentions).16

The purpose of the race power in the Australian Constitution,
as I read it, is therefore quite different from that urged for the
Commonwealth. It permits special laws for people on the
grounds of their race. But not so as adversely and detrimentally
to discriminate against such people on that ground.

Kirby J also referred to the proper place of human rights
standards drawn from comparative or international law
in assisting the resolution of constitutional ambiguities.21
In earlier cases, such as Mabo (No 2), and Kruger v
Commonwealth (1997),22 the High Court Justices had
considered the possibility of contemporary racially
discriminatory laws being acceptable, and decided
they were not. But those were not cases that directly
invoked the scope the races power. In Kartinyeri when
the validity of a modern law having detrimental impact
and clearly based on distinctions of race was raised, the
High Court failed to interpret the races power in the
Constitution so as to protect Indigenous people from
overt racial discrimination.23 This demonstrates the need
to reform s 51 (xxiii) in order to redress the ‘detrimental’
interpretation of the Constitution.

Once the true scope of the legislative powers conferred by s 51
are perceived, it is clear that the power which supports a valid
Act supports an Act repealing it.

This decision meant that these three Justices did not need
to consider the scope of s 51(xxvi); Gaudron J still did
deliver some obiter views on that issue.18

Notably, in his final judgment prior to his retirement
Kirby J expressed his palpable frustration at the position
adopted by the High Court in Kartinyeri, and the treatment
of Indigenous people by the Court in general:
History, and not only ancient history, teaches that there are
many dangers in enacting special laws that target people
of a particular race and disadvantage their rights to liberty,

Gummow and Hayne JJ, also in the majority, did not
accept the ‘repeal’ argument, but did find the law validly

property and other entitlements by reference to that criterion
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However in Kartinyeri no majority emerged on that crucial
beneficial/detrimental law issue. Three Justices (Brennan
CJ and McHugh J, with Gaudron J agreeing on this point)
found the Bridge Act was a partial repeal of the Heritage
Protection Act, as its effect was to in part reduce it’s scope.
As the Heritage Protection Act was indisputably a law validly
enacted under s 51(xxvi), the same head of power could
support its whole or partial repeal (thus illustrating the
principle that what Parliament can enact, it can repeal,
in whole or in part).17 On this point, Brennan CJ and
McHugh J stated (at 356):

The case illustrates the tendency of the High Court
to adopt quite divergent interpretive approaches to
constitutional issues, and how that judicial interpretation
can lead to a diminution of Indigenous rights. Notably
Kirby J in dissent found the law to be beyond the scope of
the race power because it was detrimental to Indigenous
people by reference to their race. He said (at 417):

[citing Kartinyeri]. The history of Australian law, including earlier
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decisions of this Court, stands as a warning about how such
matters should be decided. Even great judges of the past were
not immune from error in such cases. Wrongs to people of a
particular race have also occurred in other courts and legal
systems. In his dissenting opinion in Falbo v United States,
Murphy J observed, in famous words, that the ‘law knows
no finer hour’ than when it protects individuals from selective
discrimination and persecution. This Court should be especially
hesitant before declining effective access to the courts to those
who enlist assistance in the face of legislation that involves an
alleged deprivation of their legal rights on the basis of race.
All such cases are deserving of the most transparent and
painstaking of legal scrutiny.24
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We might wonder why there has not been a case
unambiguously addressing the scope of the races power
since Kartinyeri. The Native Title Amendment Act 1998 (Cth)
diminished native title property rights when compared
to other people’s property rights (thus acting to the
detriment of Indigenous people), and that Act is unlikely
to be characterised as a partial repeal (as opposed to an
amendment) of the Native Title Act 1993 (Cth).25 The
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission Amendment
Act 2005 (Cth) abolished the Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Commission, to the detriment of Indigenous
peoples’ political participation rights.26 A challenge to
either of these Acts would oblige the Courts to finally
resolve the scope of s 51(xxvi), but no decision regarding
the constitutional validity of either Act has emerged.27 This
uncertainty regarding the scope and stability of s 51(xxvi)
has led to considerable uncertainty as to the validity of
these Acts and others, for both lawmakers and the parties
regulated by such laws.
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Just Terms
Another head of power that is particularly relevant
to the consideration of Indigenous people in the
Australian Constitution is the ‘just terms’ requirement
for Commonwealth acquisitions of property, found in s 51
(xxxi). This section has two aspects, it confers power on the
Commonwealth to acquire property for certain purposes,
and it limits the Commonwealth’s acquisition power by
requiring that such property can only be acquired on ‘just
terms’.28 The jurisprudence on this area of constitutional
law is complex, and somewhat unstable, in that predicting
the outcome of disputes that come before the High Court
is not a certainty.29 Indigenous claimants have invoked this
section to resist Commonwealth dealings with traditional
country, asserting that there has been an ‘acquisition’ and
thus a requirement for ‘just terms’.30 This aspect of the
so-called ‘Northern Territory Intervention’ came under
constitutional challenge in the Wurridjal case, in particular

whether the Northern Territory National Emergency Response
Act 2007 satisfied the 'just terms' part of s 51 (xxxi) of the
Constitution.31 The Emergency Response Act granted a five
year statutory lease to the Commonwealth over property
previously granted in fee simple to Aboriginal Land Trusts
under the Land Rights Act, and also abolished a system
of access by permit operating on Aboriginal Land Trust
land. The Majority found these measures amounted to
‘acquisitions of property’ under s 51 (xxxi), and also found
that ‘just terms’ were provided for those acquisitions.
The Court also overturned the old case of Teori Tau v
Commonwealth32 and found that the just terms requirement
of s 51 (xxxi) does apply to s 122 of the Constitution.
However the judicial interpretation in that case ‘just
terms’ has not adequately explained the meaning of what
might be ‘just’ for Indigenous traditional owners, or how
a requirement to meet the Commonwealth in court to
argue about reasonable compensation could be considered
fair terms.33
A New Opportunity
Now we have an opportunity for the modernisation and
reform of our Constitution to reflect the reality of prior
Indigenous ownership, custodianship and sovereignty
of Australia, as well as recognition of rights of equality,
non–discrimination and difference.34 What changes should
we embrace? It is important to find the right balance
between identifying appropriate constitutional reform, and
communicating the importance of the reform message to
the wider Australian community. To remedy the injustices
and omissions of the past, the ‘recognition referendum’
should include a number of reform options, however with
that comes the risk of community and political division on
the content and impact of the proposed changes.
At the least a new preamble to the Constitution should
embrace the true history and the special culture of
Indigenous Australians, and their unique contribution
to Australia. Some state constitutions already have
already successfully been altered to include such
acknowledgement.35
Also, section 25, an antiquated and redundant section with
racist overtones, which reflects past discrimination against
Indigenous peoples’ rights to vote.36 It should be deleted,
but doing so will make no particularly great change to
the ways the Commonwealth parliament makes laws
regarding Indigenous Australians.
At the other end of the reform spectrum is an amendment
to include specific constitutional protection of Indigenous
rights, a guarantee of free prior and informed consent,

Substantive Reform
Between these two ends of the reform spectrum,
there are some aspects of recognition that are more
than symbolic, long overdue and achievable. To affect
Commonwealth legislative powers, a change to s 51 is
needed. Section 51(xxvi) could be altered to authorise
the Commonwealth to make special laws only for the
benefit of any race, but then we will still be reliant on the
High Court’s interpretation of ‘benefit’, a value judgment
that the High Court is not always ready to embrace.40 It
would be preferable to amend that section to explicitly
grant the Commonwealth the power to make laws “with
respect to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people”
(it seems it has only ever used the races power regarding
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people so far) so
as to avoid the possibilities of discriminatory laws ‘for’
Indigenous people. Would it be sufficient to simply delete
s 51(xxvi)? If the section were repealed and no positive
grant of power to make laws for Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people replaced it, the very issue the 1967
referendum sought to redress would arise again. The
Commonwealth would face a deficit of legislative power.
It is not likely to be able to rely on other heads of power,
such as the External Affairs power, to compensate for that
deficit. Could we leave s 51(xxvi) as it is, but add a clause
prohibiting discrimination on the basis of race or ethnic
origin? This would also be unsatisfactory, for we would
be left with a ‘Races’ power and a prohibition on making
racially discriminatory laws, a seemingly inconsistent and
incoherent use of the concept of ‘race’. Thus the removal
of s 51(xxvi) must be accompanied by a positive grant

of power to make laws for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people.
Prohibition on Racial Discrimination
To ensure the Commonwealth makes only ‘beneficial’
laws, there must be a constitutional prohibition on racial
discrimination inserted, perhaps sitting in place of the now
deleted s 127. As Mick Gooda rightly said
… if Australians were aware that their Constitution did not
protect its citizens from discrimination, the nation would take
collective action to bring about reform to enshrine the principles
of non-discrimination and equality.41

Many Constitutions contain such guarantees against
racial discrimination,42 and this would be consistent
with Australia’s international commitments under the
Convention on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, and
other human rights treaties. A general ‘equality clause’
is a desirable inclusion in a Constitution that seriously
lacks human rights standards. Such a clause would
guarantee ‘equal treatment before and under the law,
and equal protection and benefit of the law without
discrimination’ as found in many comparable nations’
constitutions. However this would present considerable
political challenges in terms of achieving approval
at referendum, and it goes further than recognising
Indigenous people of Australia. A more focused ‘antidiscrimination’ clause, specifically one that prohibits
racial discrimination in the terms Australia has already
adopted in the Racial Discrimination Act 1975 (Cth) or the
Convention on Elimination of Racial Discrimination should be
adopted. Such an ‘non-racial discrimination’ clause also
should provide that the Commonwealth and the states
are still able to make laws that redress disadvantage, or are
protective of Indigenous culture, language and identity.43
This provision is important to allow laws that address
strategies that promote substantive (as opposed to formal)
measures of equality, and that promote the special place of
Australian Indigenous culture. It also would be consistent
with Australia’s obligation to protect Indigenous culture
under Article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights (Australia signed onto this in 1980) and
the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People (we
endorsed this in 2009).
Agreement-making Power
In addition to these constitutional amendments, there
is also the opportunity to include the capacity for
the Commonwealth (and the states) to make legally
enforceable agreements with Indigenous communities.
Agreements are currently being made all around Australia,
such as Indigenous Law Use Agreements, Native Title
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or a guarantee of self-determination.37 The protection
adopted by Canada is often raised as a possibility. There,
common law Aboriginal rights including native title
interests, and rights derived from treaties have had
constitutional protection since 1982; s 35(1) of the
Constitution Act 1982 (Canada) recognises and affirms
‘the existing aboriginal and treaty rights of the aboriginal
peoples of Canada’. This clause protects the rights
existing at the time of the 1982 Act, and can be overridden
in specified circumstances, allowing for balancing
Indigenous rights against proportionate Government
development or enterprise. It is the Canadian courts that
evaluate that balance, rather than the federal or provincial
parliaments.38 The inclusion of specific Indigenous rights
in the Australian Constitution would be appropriate
and would strengthen the validity and integrity of our
constitutional system.39 However such recognition will
not easily attract the requisite multi-party backing or
popular support needed to generate the ‘double majority’
demanded by s 128 of the Commonwealth Constitution.
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determinations, Land Rights awards as well as many
other forms.44 This agreement making power might
ultimately also apply to a Treaty, or negotiated settlement
agreement, which recognises the distinct rights of Australian
Indigenous people, and sets in place national standards.45
Such an agreement is only realistic is there is widespread
community momentum in favour on embarking on the
process; however enshrining an agreement making power
in the Constitution (in a section modelled on s 105A on
state agreements) would permit the Commonwealth to
make such a comprehensive agreement without recourse
to a second referendum.46
Conclusion
Many recall the failed referendum on alteration of the
Preamble to the Constitution, in 1999, and we should
consider how the political and social context impacts
on any referendum’s success. The referendum process
itself can have wider, and sometimes unforseen impacts
in Australia, much as the 1967 referendum result and the
national Apology each generated broad shift in national
attitudes.47 This may also be the time for other worthwhile
amendments to the Referendum (Machinery Provisions) Act
1984 (Cth).48
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Now that the twin orbits of political and public sentiment
may finally have coalesced, and the opportunity to
recognise the special place of Indigenous people in our
constitutional and legal framework has arrived, let’s not
allow arguments about timing or political timidity eclipse
the ‘constitutional moment’; coherent and concrete
changes to our governing legal instrument are now
overdue.
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decision of the majority to reject “the claimants' challenge
to the constitutional validity of the federal legislation that is
incontestably less favourable to them upon the basis of their
race and does so in a ruling on a demurrer" Wurridjal (2009)
237 CLR 309, 394-5. Kirby's criticism was met with a terse
rebuke by the Chief Justice French at 337. A demurrer is an old
legal pleading where the defendant (here the Commonwealth)
challenges the "legal sufficiency" of the claim or cause of action.
A demurrer is not a challenge to the ultimate merits of a case
or claims, as the facts expressly or impliedly asserted in the
statement of claim might be taken as admitted for purposes of
demurrer.
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